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    IZZI suite

    Create and distribute digital content that engages learners.

  

  
          
      

  
      
    
    
  



    Simple. Fast. Engaging.

    
    Need to create engaging digital content for education in impossible deadlines?

We’ve got you covered.



  
    Learn more    
          
  
  
    Everything you need. No more, no less.



  

  
    
      Empower your team to collaborate and create digital content for education in an efficient no-nonsense manner, with astonishing results that your users will love.

With IZZI you have all you need to create rich, interactive, responsive and accessible digital content that will appeal to users from preschool to adult education and training.

    

    From publisher, to software developer. 
Here to give you the benefits of the trade know-how.

  



      
      
      
      

      
      
      
    

  
  
              
            
            
            Simple


            
            Creating with IZZI is just like playing with building blocks. To create interactive tasks and games, simply take a block of content, drag it in the place you want it to be and add text and multimedia. The system handles layout, functionality, design, user interface and interactivity. All you need to think about is your content. It’s that simple.

            


          

                
            
            
            Fast


            
            Remember those short, impossible deadlines? We are managing to meet them because working with IZZI is incredibly fast. With its ‘click, drag and drop’ interface, creating a memory game, a labyrinth or a puzzle takes you from 30 to 50 seconds. Don’t believe use? Try it yourself.

            


          

                
            
            
            Collaborative


            
            There is a place in IZZI Authoring tool for every member of your team. From author and editor to proof reader or reviewer, everyone can collaborate, communicate and hand off specific stages of digital production to promote team synergy without losing efficiency.

            


          

                
            
            
            Responsive


            
            As teaching and learning is moving away from the classroom, we must enable our users to take their content wherever they go. IZZI will adapt to any screen size from big interactive displays to mobile phones.

            


          

                
            
            
            Accessible


            
            IZZI is in full accordance with WCAG 2.0. standards. In addition to that, we reached out to users of assistive technology to test and give us feedback, so we can proudly say we know for a fact that IZZI is fully accessible.

            


          

        

    
    Want to know more? Subscribe to our next webinar, or get in touch.
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    Contact us

    	[email protected]
	Contact us
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                            Subscribe to our newsletter

                            Hear all about latest IZZI updates and news
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